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Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia 22901. A young black man is preparing organization which sponsors educa- pursuing degrees in the Graduate nothing to be gai
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA PRINTING OFFICE CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA. to move to a new apartment. He's tional classes and self-help projects Law Program. Of these, ten are ing questions fo

managed to save enough money to for the Westhaven residents. Med- graduates of United States law know the answer
move into a larger place, and he's ley pointed out that doing so aided schools, three are from both New
ready to vacate his old residence in publicizing the legal clinic and Zealand and Taiwan, and one each However, he at

Motion To Strike His old landlord then tells him that gave it some initial financial sup- from Austria, Ghana and Israel. in class "only thohe owes one month's additional arehnotilnsweredport Th cliic s lcate atan o- N Spdaliatinare stnot caned
It is amusing to reflect for a moment on the planned but event- rent. The landlord claims that the ice rented by New Birth at n th

ually unnecessary sit-in by law students to protest the curtailment young man hasn't given him ade- and Page Streets. It operates Tues- The Progr He tends to trea
of library hours. When many of us were college freshmen, students quate notice. The tenant is con- day through Friday for three hours degrees in caofrst o seciai au effeel
combined their efforts to shut down the operations of universities fused and uncertain of his liability, in the afternoon.
across the country. Five and a half years later, University of Vir- Even worse, he doesn't know where practical skills.
ginia law students came close to a confrontation in order to keep to turn for help. New Clients Reached practicioners need
the doors open until midnight. For black persons in Charlottes- Although Legal Aid attorney A nalysis bolt

An additional moment of reflection reveals that this week's ville there is now a place to go for Scott Williams is the adviser, Mr..not lie in my usit
planned strike actually made a good deal of sense in terms of its legal advice. Nine members of the Medley emphasized that the West- say things that
intended goal. While the protests of our bygone days often Black American Law Students Asso- haven clinic is not an extension of treatises but in ab
impeded the functioning of colleges as a means of focusing atten- ciation (BALSA) have established Legal Aid. "We're hoping to serve at many other schools. Many of the
tion on non-campus issues, Monday's proposed sit-in involved a legal assistance service for the re- people who weren't being served, inquiries received each year, how- of a three-year
activity directly related to the subject of discontent: the early sidents of the Wcsthaven commu- who were hesitant to go downtown ever, are from students interested education for all.
closing of the law library. nity in the city. Under the direc- (to the Legal Aid office), and who in advanced study and specializa- year of law schoc

The administration quickly relented, obviating the need to tion of the Legal Aid Society, and were put off by long waits. The idea tion in a particular field. of treatises.
carry through with the threat. The possibility of a disruption of operating as a unit of the New is very similar to the Legal Assis-
the orderly processes of Miss Farmer's domain, however, certainly Birth C o m m u n i t y Workshop, tance circuit riders. The only dif- According to the director of the Means emplow

plaed roe i th chngeof plans. It was, of course, but one BALSA plans to provide a wide ference is that there's another kind Graduate Law Program, Professor grading system,playd a olein te chngeC a 1 v i n Woodard, specialization the limited time
facet of the immediate marshalling of displeasure with a decision range of legal services. of distance that separates West- within the program has rightly been
reached in the absence of any student input.

There certainly must be areas int the University's budget which The establishment of the "legal haven from downtown Charlottes- resisted. The program is designed
are better places to begin an energy-saving campaign. The un- clinic' is the work of two second- ville." primarily to make better law teach-
necessarv heat in the Law School last week is one example that year law students, Terry Medley T he Westhaven clinic plans to e.ntfrDoesoa sitne

quickly comes to mindI - and Willie Robinson. Both bring concentrate on poverty law matters,Thoughtful cutbacks require a careful analysis of the budget previous experience in community particularly landlord-tenant prob- Such a purppos uadal em-
When that is done, a final decision still hinges on p dchoices work to the project. While a stu- lems. Family law and criminal cases philosophical m.

Wpolicy dent at Amherst, Medley worked will continue to be handled at the phasis of the
selecting those areas which can absorb cuts in expenditures with with voter registration drives and main office of Legal Aid. Another The Graduate Law Program lacksthe least impact on the University's mission.

Hopefully, the administration has learned a lesson from the community organizations in Spring- advantage to the community ac- structure, however. There are no
Hpefullyt dinistationthaslearnedtlesons.fThomuturefield, Massachusetts. Robinson was cording to Medley is that the courses or seminars designed ex-

expression of student disagreement with its actions. The future involved in similar projects as a BALSA staffers will be able to give clusively for graduate students; they
steps taken to comply with Governor Godwin's directives must Yale student. He also served as a free legal advice to persons who attend classes alongside Juris Doc-
involve student contributions. In the meantime, law students may member of minority recruitment cannot meet the maximum income tor candidates. The Program also
continue to pursue knowledge until the bewitching hour, even panels for Yale. requirements set by Legal Aid. The lacks any un
though they develop eyestrain during the daytime phase of that Westhaven clinic may apply for ophy. According to Woodand,
pursuit. Incidents Prompt Project funds from the Law Student Divi- "Money is not the real prublem; the

sion of the ABA to expand the pro- Program lacks imagination andMidrce ro iisMedley explained that both he jeti tpoe ntalyecua-dvto.
Misdirected Priorities and Robinson saw the need for such ject if it proves initially encounag.devotion."

a clinic from their experiences this ing. This will depend on the Law

It is one thing to criticize the University's decision to save summer. Medley worked for the Le- Schooltaining its affiliation The Progra m must eentd wi- .

money by reducing library hours. If we belabor the mistakes per- gal Aid Society and Robinson was with nthe Suc h ee- out pn g.ff ice

petrated in our own backyard, however, we may overlook the true director for the Youth Employment pen po ite succ es th not given anprti t ao are
source of oui" discontent: the Governor of Virginia. Service. "I realized at the time of crustment drive for members this

Responding to what is undoubtedly one of the worst fiscal the disturbances at the Safeway fall, according to Medley. register for classes. This situation Me

crunches seen by the Commonwealth, Godwin has chosen the hat problems from Westhaven re- The first week of operation en- prompted on

field of education as a prime candidate for cutbacks. The decision sidents weren't coming to Legal tailed primarily administrative mat- the Program exists only in the of the teacher. I

serves to underscore the need, in the face of November's general Aid," Medley said. "Dave Levy (Di-ters. Robinson explained that zon- minds of the participants.

election, to select members of the General Assembly who can make rector of Legal Aid) realized this ing restrictions prohibited offices in No Faculty Commitment comings. "A law
more sensible choices for spending our money. too; he told me to work out some the neighborhood. The counseling

Even in good times, government muist choose among insatiable solutions and so I had a lot of free- nature of the work to be performed The absence of faculty support
demands for its funds. We all learned that in Principles of Eco- dom to plan the program." overcame this obstacle. Publicity and interest is responsible for a may evaluate som

has been good according to Medley. substantial part of the problems ability." Means
nomics. When the crunch comes, furthermore, some areas must Robinson explained that Safeway Stories about the clinic have ap- faced by the Graduate Law Pro-
suffer additional refusals. Unfortunately, it seems as if such key incidents also prompted him to in- peared in two newspapers, and a lo- perience a bad da
areas as education never fare better than a draw in the guns v. vestigate the establishment of a le- cal television station has indicated
butter face-off. gal services center for the commu- caitees in doing a story adver- Shaffer...

The Governors' decision comes at a time when public schools, nity. "Committees were formed af- tisement Spot ads will also be aired eto even out. Ov

blessed with a stable student population, are turning hard-pressed ter the riots, but I wanted to do over local radio stations. (Contin suspect that for
funds toward achieving a workable teacher-student ratio. It comes something more affirmative than The response from the members teous, which may be a function of makes little differ
at a time when the nations' oldest law school at William and work through committees," he said. of BALSA has been enthusiastic. the South." He feels that due to the years of teaching
Mary may lose its accreditation without new facilities. After consulting one another, the "Almost every first-year student in- keen competition for places in law1-66 through Northern Virginia, hopes to turn the state's share two began to talk with officials in dicated a desire to help," Mr. Med- schools, law students today "tend1-66 throg on rtherhiginihway pestinthe teatesare.the Mayor's office, and with existing ley noted," but we decided to limit to be intellectually comparable riyes pressure
of the money to other highway projects in the Tidewater area.While motorists on their way to Virginia Beach would appreciate groups, such as the Neighborhood it to seconds and thirds because across the country." gives the studen

the completion of 1-64 through Norfolk, they might be able to Youth Corps. Many of the residents they have a better idea of the actual hemdrking
forego the pleasure so that public education can ride out the hard of the community, an area extend- legal issues involved." The BALSA Remarking on the disparity in
times relatively unscathed. ing from 4th to 14th Streets and members assisting include third-year size between the law schools at No-

Waste certainly exists in the government. Ask anyone who has from West Main street to the Route students Chris Williams and Jim tre Dame and Virginia, Shaffer said No Necessa
ever worked for the Federal bureaucracy. One can only go so far, 250 Bypass, were also questioned Naggles and second-year students that "at a small law school, you're
however, in holding the lid on state expetitures. Virginia long about the proposal. "Some evenings Beverley Burton, Patricia Johnson, in the process of getting to know eans suggests
ago abondoned the pay-as-you-go approach to government spend- I'd play basketball with the kids Jacy Thurmond, Bernard Holmes, everyone, while at a large law courses which a
ing. It seems distressing that we now must suffer almost as much and then we'd sit around and talk," and Calvin Williams. school, you're in the process of must take in La_ xpaind Mdle. "Ilikd t tak Ke ToSucessjust getting to know the people tions students aga
as we did under such a policy.,-xplained Medley. "I liked to talk Key To Success you deal with." His students in

In light of this, we should not take November's elections lightly, with some of the older persons in A key to the success of the pro- Trusts and Estates number about
We need to populate the General Assembly with legislators who the neighborhood, too. They were gram will be how long it survives. 140, which is almost one-third the specialty because
can bring to bear renewed rationality on the Commonwealth's very positive about the idea." In order to be of lasting signifi- size of Notre Dame's entire law change their mi
financial decisions. Eventually, it was decided to (Please See Page 3, Col. 4) school. school."
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